
Marx claimed that the wage contract was an act of exploitation of
the worker by capitalist employers on the grounds that labour is
paid less than the value it creates, the difference (which accrues to
the capitalist) being surplus value.  This surplus value is then
divided up between investment and the capitalists’ personal in-
come.

THE LABOUR THEORY OF VALUE

According to Marx, value is the labour that is socially necessary to
produce a commodity.  ‘‘Surplus value’’ is that proportion of so-
ciety’s labour that exceeds what is required to produce the liveli-
hood of the workers themselves.  Their output must exceed the
cost of their livelihood in order for the capitalist to have any in-
centive to hire them.  The capitalist circuit from money to com-
modities to further money was abbreviated as M-C-M.  As Marx
writes:1 ‘‘the circuit M-C-M would be absurd and without
meaning if the intention were to exchange by this means two
equal sums of money.’’  And: ‘‘The exact form of this process is
therefore M-C-M’ where M’ = M+dM = the original sum ad-
vanced, plus an increment.  This increment or excess over the
original value I call ‘surplus value’.’’  The worker’s labour power,
which represents the proportion of value which the worker ac-
tually receives, is a variable magnitude.  Marx termed this ‘‘vari-
able capital’’, VC.  The proportion of capital invested in
non-labour resources, e.g. machinery, was termed ‘‘constant capi-
tal’’, C.  If S represents ‘‘surplus value’’ then the total value of a
commodity = C+V+S.  However, the value at which a commodity
sells, its exchange value, is not necessarily the same as its com-
modity value.  Exchange value is only a surface appearance.  It
represents the form in which value is measured, not its essence.
Exchange values will, of course, fluctuate due to competition
among the capitalists.  Since, according to Marxism, labour is the
source of value, the rate of exploitation of labour power is set
equal to S/V whereas the rate of profit is, approximately, S/(C+V).
The approximation arises because the commodity value will, in

general differ from the commodity price.  Commodity prices will
tend to be equalised due to competition.

If, at this stage, you think that the concept of surplus value is
confusing you are probably correct.  But here is a more concrete
elucidation from McLellan:

‘‘If the value of the labour power of the worker (roughly
what it cost to keep him and his family alive and capable of
working) was £4 a day and if he could embody £4 of value
in the product of his work during four hours: then, if he
worked eight hours, the second half of his day would yield
surplus value - in this case £4 ...   The capitalists were con-
stantly trying to increase the rate of surplus value by either
extending the hours of labour, or making the labour more
intensive or more productive.’’2

This seems to suggest that ‘‘value’’ is somehow related to labour
time or rate of productivity, subject to the proviso that the labour
be socially necessary.  What is not clear, however, is how the
commodity value can be different from the commodity price or
exchange value.  Merely asserting that ‘‘profit’’ is a surface phe-
nomenon whereas ‘‘surplus value’’ is an underlying essence is
wholly inadequate.  Now, in fact, the clause ‘‘socially necessary
labour’’ in the Marxian definition of value would seem to suggest
that commodity value must be identical to commodity price -
since price, in the context of a free market, represents the ‘‘so-
cially objective value’’3 of the commodity in question.  But more
of that later.

If, according to Marx, value is, in some sense, the labour embo-
died in a commodity then for exploitation to be absent the worker
ought to receive the full value of his product.  Those socialists
who sought a timeless moral condemnation of capitalism and
profit believed just this.  For example, some socialists decreed that
goods ought to:

‘‘exchange in proportion to the labour time that went into
their production.  Some would have each worker be issued a
certificate of receipt showing how many hours he had
worked, and entitling him to a corresponding amount of
goods.’’4

But Marx and Engels disagreed with such proposals.   Here is
Marx criticising a scheme of Proudhon’s:

‘‘Let Mr Proudhon take it upon himself to formulate and lay
down such a law, and we shall relieve him of the necessity
of giving proofs.  If, on the other hand, he insists on justi-
fying his theory, not as a legislator, but as an economist, he
will have to prove that the time needed to create a com-
modity indicates exactly the degree of its utility and marks
its proportional relation to the demand, and in consequence,
to the total amount of wealth.’’5

Engels also writes:

‘‘Only through the undervaluation or over valuation of prod-
ucts is it forcibly brought home to the individual commodity
producers what things and what quantity of them society re-
quires or does not require.’’

Without such a mechanism, Engels wondered

‘‘... what guarantee we have that the necessary quantity and
not more of each product will be produced, that we shall not
go hungry in regard to corn and meat while we are choked in
beat sugar and drowned in potato spirit, that we shall not
lack trousers to cover our nakedness while trouser buttons
flood us in millions.’’6

And as for the worker being paid the full value of the product of
his labour - as zero exploitation would suggest?  Here is Engels
again:

‘‘it is the characteristic peculiarity of all social confusion that
ruminates on ‘true value’ to imagine that in existing society
the worker does not get the full ‘value’ of his labour, and
that socialism is destined to remedy this.’’7

According to Marx:
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‘‘Deductions from the ‘undiminished proceeds of labour’ are
an economic necessity, and ... they are in no way calculable
by equity.’’8

The amazing thing about the foregoing remarks is that they are
absolutely correct.  They convey the implicit message that value is
really only measurable by reference to the market and (especially
from Engels) that a market process is necessary to match producer
supply with consumer demand.  It is pertinent that Marx and En-
gels made statements such as these given the economic calcula-
tional chaos of socialist countries.

But, on the one hand, Marx and Engels mercilessly condemn the
naive idea that the value created by labour can be calculated and
on the other hand they claim that under socialism the ‘‘value’’
problem will somehow be solved.  For example, Marx writes:

‘‘Only when production will be under the conscious and pre-
arranged control of society, will society establish a direct re-
lation between the quantity of social labour time employed
in the production of definite articles and the quantity of the
demand of society for them.’’9

But this will require a certain period of development:

‘‘The life process of society, which is based on the process
of material production, does not strip off its mystical veil
until it is treated as production by freely associated men, and
is consciously regulated by them in accordance with a settled
plan.  This, however, demands for society a certain material
groundwork or set of conditions of existence which in their
turn are the spontaneous product of a long and painful pro-
cess of development.’’10

The development of the Soviet Union under Lenin and Stalin was
a ‘‘long and painful process’’.  It resulted in the wholesale
slaughter of, perhaps, some sixty million people.

Here is another statement from Engels:

‘‘The useful effects of the various articles of consumption,
compared with each other and with the quantity of labour
required for their production, will in the last analysis deter-
mine the plan.  People will be able to manage everything
very simply without the intervention of the famous
‘value’.’’11

How?  No answers are forthcoming from Marx and Engels.

EXPLOITATION MUST OCCUR UNDER SOCIALISM TOO

The discussion of the previous section has some devastating impli-
cations for Marxism.  Let us examine them.  Since ‘‘deductions
from the ‘undiminished proceeds of labour’ are an economic
necessity ...’’ and ‘‘in no conceivable state of society can the
worker receive for consumption the entire value of his product’’12

it follows that surplus value, and therefore exploitation, must con-
tinue to exist under socialism.  Marxists reply that although this
surplus is an economic necessity, e.g., for investment, its control
will be under public ownership and, therefore, it is not an expro-
priated surplus as is the case under private ownership.  Also,
under socialism (see reference 9 above) society will establish a
‘‘direct relation’’ between the quantity of social labour and the
‘‘demand of society’’ for various commodity articles - despite the
fact that Marx and Engels claim that such a procedure is im-
possible!

The frequently quoted concretized demarcation between the char-
acteristic economic relationships of socialism and communism
runs as follows.

Under socialism the ruling principle is ‘‘From each according to
his ability, to each according to his work’’.  This presumably
means that the worker is paid in accordance with how society as-
sesses the value of his work - less the deductions from the ‘‘un-
diminished proceeds of labour.’’  From the point of view of the
labour theory of value this would appear to be the most just and
equitable arrangement of society.

Under communism the ruling principle is ‘‘From each according
to his ability, to each according to his need.’’  This clearly implies
that some (the least competent) would be paid more than the value
of their work, and some (the most competent) would be paid less
than the value of their work.  Thus, communism is obviously a
system based on exploitation, just like capitalism.

Socialism, in the sense of being the preceding stage to commun-
ism, has difficulties of its own.  There is no guarantee that the
publicly owned surplus value will be used equitably or justly.  (In
microcosm, observe the behaviour of the democratically elected
militant-run labour councils.)  Also, if under socialism, in the
general sense (defined roughly as the public ownership of the
means of production), the worker cannot receive the entire value
of the product of his labour then both socialism and capitalism are
exploitative political systems.  The issue therefore reduces to
which of the two systems provides the worker with greater wealth.
If it can be demonstrated that capitalism - the private ownership of
the means of production - is more productive than socialism then
there is not much left in socialism to offer anyone - other than the
promise of greater freedom for the worker (a promise which can
be shown both logically and empirically to be illusory).

Since Marx and Engels repeatedly refused to inquire into the na-
ture of the socialist organisation of society (because such an inves-
tigation would be ‘‘Utopian’’ and, in any case, socialism will just
emerge ‘‘naturally’’ from the historical process) we have to rely on
contemporary Marxists for the answers.  None are forthcoming.
Well, then they really have no excuses for the wholesale slaughter,
the slave labour camps and the torture chambers established by the
twentieth century practicing disciples of Marxism.

EXPLOITATION: A LOGICAL ANALYSIS

Now that the absurdities of the Marxian concept of exploitation
have been demonstrated it will be instructive to embark on a more
careful, logical analysis of both exploitation and value.

What is commonly meant by ‘‘exploitation’’ is the taking advant-
age of another person.

‘‘But all rational human action involves the taking advantage
of other people ... when people engage in social interactions,
they do so because the value that they give is less than the
value they gain.’’13

In other words, in any voluntary exchange between two persons,
each person must expect to benefit otherwise the exchange will
not take place.  The benefit can be either material or spiritual.  A
spiritual benefit would be a value such as friendship or love or
admiration etc..  For example, if you forego some material
benefits in order to help someone you love (i.e., value highly) you
still derive a net benefit since the wellbeing of your loved one is
of greater value to you, in this context, than the foregone material
benefits.

Now let us try a more meaningful definition of exploitation.

‘‘Exploitation is that social interaction which benefits oneself
to the detriment of others involved.’’14

Therefore, any interaction I have with other people that benefits
me and does not harm them cannot be called exploitative.  If,
however, I act to their detriment then people will not voluntarily
choose to interact with me.  If the exchanges are voluntary but I
resort to fraud, then I have employed a form of coercion, i.e., ex-
ploitation.  Of course, as far as the socialist is concerned, this ana-
lysis will not do.  However, as John Scott Shea writes:

‘‘Socialists may argue that the acceptance of a low wage is
to one’s benefit only because one is ‘forced’ by hunger to
accept it.  But they fail to distinguish here between ‘force’
being applied by the constraints of one’s circumstances (and
everyone is constrained by his/her personal circumstances)
and ‘force’ in the social sense, coercively imposed by an-
other person or persons.  For example, I may be ‘forced’ to
work by need for survival, but I may be literally ‘forced’ to
surrender the product of my labour at gunpoint by a robber.
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To confound the difference between these two radically dif-
ferent senses of force, and to label circum- stantial con-
straints as an evil kind of ‘force’ akin to robbery is clearly
mistaken.  To then say that the capitalist ‘exploits’ the la-
bourer because he offers a wage in exchange for work which
is to ‘take advantage of’ the labourer’s need for sustenance
which ‘forces’ him to work is combining the errors of misde-
fining ‘exploitation’ and ‘force’.  An employer can only
‘force’ a labourer to accept a wage by directly or indirectly
coercing him or her.  In the absence of slavery, or of politi-
cally (coercively) imposed constraints such as under a totali-
tarian or authoritarian state, the wage contract cannot be
‘forced’ on the labourer ... (technically, the Marxist descrip-
tion of work under capitalism is ‘wage slavery’).

‘‘The Marxist will likely reply that the private ownership of
property is coercive.  That this forces the worker to accept
wages on terms detrimental to himself.  But this could only
be so if those who owned property forcefully prevented
others from owning property as well.  If I am productive and
create, or obtain via exchange with the fruits of my labour,
‘capital’ (the means of production to create other goods), is it
coercive for me to have this which I have created and to
offer to contract with others to our mutual benefit in order to
produce goods with this property?’’15

VALUE: A PRAXEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

An implicit assumption of the labour theory of value is that la-
bour, as such, is the source of value.  This is in common with the
dominant classical economics of Marx’s time.  It is implicit in the
first sentence of Adam Smith’s introduction to The Wealth of Na-
tions:

‘‘The annual labour of every nation is the fund which origin-
ally supplies it with all the necessaries and conveniences of
life which it annually consumes, and which consist always
either in the immediate produce of that labour, or in what is
purchased with that labour.’’16

In Smith, however, this is a vague conception inconsistent with
much of what followed in The Wealth of Nations.   But, in fact,
labour is not the only source of value.  For example, Thomas So-
well writes:

‘‘As a theoretical system, Marxian economics begins the
story of production in the middle - with firms, capital, and
management already in existence somehow and needing only
the addition of labour to get production started.  From that
point on, output is a function of labour input, given all the
other factors somehow already assembled, co-ordinated, and
directed toward a particular economic purpose.  Output per
unit of labour is then referred to as labour’s output, as was
traditional in classical economics long before Marx.  But
longevity is not logic.  Where there are multiple inputs, the
division of output by one particular input is wholly arbitrary
...  Once output is seen as a function of numerous inputs, and
the inputs as supplied by more than one class of people, the
notion that surplus value arises from labour becomes plainly
arbitrary and unsupported.  Factually, it is even worse off.
The empirical implication of a special or exclusive produc-
tivity of labour would be that countries that work longer and
harder would have higher outputs and higher standards of
living.  But the reality is more nearly the direct opposite -
that countries whose inputs are less labour and more entre-
preneurship tend to have vastly higher standards of living,
including shorter hours for their workers.

‘‘Nor is this simply a matter of having more physical capital
to work with.  Large transfers of physical capital to Third
World countries, through nationalization and foreign aid,
have often been only a prelude to the deterioration of that
capital.’’17

Prior to the Russian Revolution Lenin made disparaging remarks
about the role of management in the production process.  For
example, he writes:

‘‘The great majority of the functions of the old ‘state power’
have become so simplified and can be reduced to such ex-
ceedingly simple operations of registration, filing and check-
ing that they can be easily performed by every literate
person, can quite easily be performed for ordinary ‘work-
men’s wages’.’’18

Lenin saw ‘‘accounting and control’’ as the key variable that capi-
talism had already

‘‘educed to the extraordinarily simple operations - which any
literate person can perform - of supervising and recording,
knowledge of the four rules of arithmetic, and issuing appro-
priate receipts.’’

Once in power, however, Lenin discovered how much more com-
plicated it all was.  As Sowell writes:

‘‘Within a few years he was writing of a ‘fuel crisis’ that
‘threatens to disrupt all Soviet work’,20 of ‘ruin, starvation
and devastation’ in the land,22 of ‘famine’ ...

‘‘At this desperate juncture, Lenin announced his New Econ-
omic Policy ... He also drastically revised his view of the
importance of skills.  Lenin declared ‘... we need people who
are vested in the art of administration’ and ‘... there is no-
where we can turn to for such people except the old class’.22

As the New Economic Policy unfolded, Lenin came down
hard on the side of capitalist management prerogatives, in-
cluding ‘authority independently to fix wages’ in order to
produce ‘increasing profits’, with attention to ‘carefully se-
lecting the most talented and capable administrative person-
nel’.23  He warned that ‘all direct interference by the trade
unions in the management of factories must be regarded as
positively harmful and impermissible.’24  Indeed he declared
the role of trade unions to be ‘to act as mediators’ between
workers and management’,25 and their success to be judged
by ‘the degree to which they succeed in averting mass dis-
putes’.’’26

(This is somewhat at variance with contemporary Marxist and So-
cialist ideas!)

Now although ‘‘value’’ is, in some sense, created by everyone en-
gaged in the process of production and trade, this is a highly mis-
leading way of looking at things.  It does seem to suggest that one
should be able to measure value, at least partially, by reference to
labour time and productivity.  Thus, it ought to be a puzzle that it
cannot be so measured.  Marx and Engels, as we have seen, incon-
sistently claim that on the one hand it cannot be measured and on
the other hand it will somehow be measured under socialism.

Here is an example from Ludwig von Mises on the problem:

‘‘To manufacture a car one needs various machines, various
raw materials, the labor of various manual workers and first
of all, the plan of a designer.  But nobody can decide what
quota of the finished car is to be physically ascribed to each
of the various factors the co-operation of which was required
for production of the car.’’27

In other words, there is no way of measuring the value of labour
‘‘embodied’’ in a product by analysing the contribution of each
part of that labour.

However, it is in reality no surprise that this embodied value can-
not be measured.  This is because ‘‘value’’ acquires its meaning
only by reference to praxeology28 (the general science of human
action).  That is, value is subjective.  Value does have a meaning
in the capitalist system (and in any system, but it is easiest to
analyse its meaning by reference to capitalism) and it is measur-
able but only, properly, in an ordinal sense rather than a cardinal
one.  That is, values are not quantitatively absolute as such.  They
are relational and hierarchical, they grade.  This will become
clearer shortly.  Praxeologically, ‘‘value’’ is dependent on the vol-
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untary judgements of all those participating in the process of pro-
duction and trade.  As Ayn Rand writes:

‘‘A free market never loses sight of the question: Of value to
whom?’’29

In a general sense the value of a commodity, (i.e., its price) de-
pends on how much of it is available and how many people desire
it.  (Although I seem to be contradicting myself here in giving
‘‘value’’ a quantitative measure, this is not really the case - since
the price of a commodity only acquires meaning when related to
other commodities in the market and the individual’s subjective
evaluation of them).  In the case of (commodity) labour,

‘‘the economic value of a man’s work is determined, on a
free market, by a single principle: by the voluntary consent
of those who are willing to trade with their work or products
in return.’’30

Let us consider some concrete examples.  Suppose that Producer A
is able to manufacture a home computer by himself.  Thus, he is
able to purchase all the parts and assemble them according to his
own design.  He calculates that the value of his work is worth,
say, £1,000 - which includes the price of the raw materials plus
the value of his labour time.  He now offers to sell the computer
to Consumer B for this price.  Unfortunately, Consumer B is only
prepared to pay £500 since a computer is not as valuable to him as
Producer A would like it to be.  Now suppose that Producer C
manufactures swords.  He sells a sword to Consumer B for £2,000
(Consumer B being willing to pay this sum).  The sword is of
greater value to Consumer B, in this context, than a home com-
puter.  The fact that it might be a hundred times more difficult and
costly to make the computer than to make the sword is irrelevant
as far as Consumer B is concerned.  ‘‘Value’’ has no intrinsic
meaning.  ‘‘A free market never loses sight of the question: Of
value to whom?’’

To generalise this example, the wages paid to individuals in so-
ciety are a reflection of how society estimates their value.  Thus,
successful pop stars earn millions of pounds per year, whereas,
say, successful car designers may only earn £20,000 per year.
Now I, as a ‘‘professional’’ engineer, might feel that I am entitled
to earn more than some mediocre star such as Paul Young (my
subjective evaluation, of course).  But if many people find greater
value in Paul Young’s work than in mine they are entitled to spend
their money on their own pleasure.  I have no right to expect
people to find my work as valuable as I would like them to. Ad-
mittedly, such a system is ‘‘unfair’’ but it is not unjust.

Incidentally, the successful pop star, who might be paid 5% of the
cost of a record with the profits going to the record company, is an
employee of the record company and is, therefore, ‘‘exploited’’
according to Marxism, despite being a millionaire.  Whereas a
company director who might only earn £30,000 per years is a
wicked capitalist exploiter because he appropriates the ‘‘surplus
value’’ of his workforce.

THE BENEVOLENCE OF THE MOST COMPETENT
‘‘VALUE-CREATORS’’

Marxism typically regards the physical creation of goods as being
the fundamental or essential part of wealth creation which, apart
from its revolutionary potential, is why the working-class is held
in such high esteem.  It is true that Marxism acknowledges the
role of the bourgeoisie insofar as its members are employees of
companies but there is, nevertheless, a tendency to regard the
working class as the ‘‘real’’ wealth creators.  It is often remarked
that when the workers strike production is unable to continue and
that this demonstrates the essential importance of the working
class.  But such a view regards wealth creation as being primarily
a matter of physical labour whereas it is the human mind that is
the source of wealth creation.  The workers in a car plant who
down tools will certainly halt car production, but it is forgotten
that the workers would not have been able to build cars in the first
place if it had not been for the scientists, the mathematicians, the
professional engineers and the car designers whose work is just as

essential.  The ‘‘bourgeois’’ workers can generally command
higher salaries than the labourers because their supply is relatively
scarce, few being able to attain their positions.

Thus, it appears that the person of average ability suffers an unfair
disadvantage on a free market.  But this is to fail to see the other
side of the coin.  As Ayn Rand writes:

‘‘When you live in a rational society where men are free to
trade, you receive an incalculable bonus: the material value
of your work is determined not only by your effort, but by
the effort of the best productive minds who exist in the
world around you ... Physical labor as such can extend no
further than the range of the moment.  The man who does no
more than physical labor, consumes the material value-equi-
valent of his own contribution to the process of production,
and leaves no further value, neither for himself nor others.
But the man who produces an idea in any field of rational
endeavor - the man who discovers new knowledge - is the
permanent benefactor of humanity.  It is only the value of an
idea that can be shared with unlimited numbers of men, mak-
ing all sharers richer at no-one’s sacrifice or loss, raising the
productive capacity of whatever labour they perform ...

‘‘In proportion to the mental energy he spent, the man who
creates a new invention receives but a small percentage of
his value in terms of material payment no matter what for-
tune he makes, no matter what millions he earns.  But the
man who works as a janitor in the factory producing that
invention, receives an enormous payment in proportion to
the mental effort that his job requires of him.  And the same
is true of all men between, on all levels of ambition and
ability.  The man at the top of the intellectual pyramid con-
tributes the most to all those below him, but gets nothing
except his material payment, receiving no intellectual bonus
from others to add to the value of his time.  The man at the
bottom who, left to himself, would starve in his hopeless in-
eptitude, contributes nothing to those above him, but re-
ceives the bonus of all their brains.  Such is the nature of the
competition between the strong and the weak of the intel-
lect.’’31
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